
 

 

 Press Release 

 

French Prime Minister Edouard Philippe inaugurates 

CEVA Logistics’ new headquarters in Marseille  
 

 Inaugurated by French Prime Minister, Edouard Philippe 

 Headquarters will house all senior management and key global operational team 

members 

 Situated adjacent to headquarters of parent company CMA CGM  

 Home for innovative, digitalization projects that will transform how the business 

operates 

 
Marseille, France, November 14, 2019 – CEVA Logistics new global headquarters in 
Marseille was officially opened by the Prime Minister of France, Edouard Philippe and 
the President of the French Region “Sud”, Renaud Muselier accompanied by CEVA's 
CEO, Nicolas Sartini, and Rodolphe Saadé, Chairman and CEO, CMA CGM Group. 
 
Following a guided tour of the offices where they met with some of the 170 executives based 
in the company headquarters, they were shown how digital projects developed by the teams 
in Marseille will help transform the way CEVA operates. 
 
Amongst the many digital transformation projects developed in Marseille, the Prime Minister 
was shown a digital platform that will display the carbon footprint of customer supply chains 
by mode of transportation. The platform, developed in partnership with startups housed in 
ZEBOX, the incubator created by Rodolphe Saadé, will leverage the efficiency of delivery 
options in the best interests of customers and the environment. The collaboration with Wing, 
a young French company, offering new urban logistics solutions for e-Merchants, was also 
discussed. 

In his speech, the Prime Minister highlighted the role of the logistics sector, "Our country 
does not sufficiently understand the importance of the supply chain, the importance of well-
organized flows. I think we must defend this sector which represents a lot of jobs, strategic 
and economic issues, especially for a city and a port like Marseille. Intelligence in logistics is 
at the heart of tomorrow's economic development."  

The Region “Sud” confirmed its full support of CEVA Logistics by announcing 1.5 million 
Euros for digital development of innovative projects aimed at transforming the customer 
experience. 

With its new location in France, CEVA Logistics will bring additional capacities to the 
country’s economic development. Locally-based companies will additionally benefit from 
CEVA’s knowhow and presence across 800 locations worldwide 

During the event, Nicolas Sartini CEVA's CEO said: “It's an honor to welcome the Prime 
Minister and have him officially open our new global headquarters. These offices are at the 
heart of everything we are doing and the teams based here play a pivotal role in CEVA's 
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future.  We are delighted to have been able to showcase some of the new technology 
projects being developed that will fundamentally change how we operate." 

 
 
 
For additional information please contact:  
 
Investors: 
Pierre Bénaich 
VP Investor Relations 
Ho.pbenaich@cma-cgm.com 
T. + 33 4 88 91 57 72 
 
Media: 
Walter Dussaucy  
Chief Communications Officer 
walter.dussaucy@cevalogistics.com  
T. +33 4 13 65 07 18 
 
Cathy Howe  
Pilot Marketing 
ch@pilotmarketing.co.uk 
T. +44 (0)208 941 5381 
 
 
 
 
About CEVA Logistics 

CEVA Logistics, a global asset-light third-party logistics company, designs and operates industry 

leading supply-chain solutions for large and medium-size national and multinational companies. Its 

integrated network in Freight Management and Contract Logistics spans more than 160 countries. 

Approximately 78,000 employees are dedicated to delivering effective solutions across a variety of 

industry sectors where CEVA applies its operational expertise to provide best-in-class services. CEVA 

is a subsidiary of the CMA CGM Group. 

 

For more information, please visit  

www.cevalogistics.com 
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